Available Now!

What is the Future of DOWNSTREAM CAPITAL CONSTRUCTION?

Discover how market conditions and the COVID-19 pandemic have and will impact spending and business activity in the global petrochemical, refining and natural gas/LNG industries. HPI MARKET DATA 2021 is the hydrocarbon processing industry’s most trusted forecast of capital, maintenance and operating expenditures.

Produced annually by the editors of Hydrocarbon Processing since 1973 and featuring data provided by governments, associations, public and private companies and institutions, Hydrocarbon Processing's Construction Boxscore database and Gulf Energy Information’s Energy Web Atlas, this comprehensive resource gives critical insight into HPI market trends, spending and activity.

OBTAIN HPI MARKET DATA 2021 TO:

• Plan strategically for 2021 and beyond
• Locate new opportunities in today’s changing environment
• See how COVID-19 has impacted spending and capital project activities globally
• Obtain regional and market analysis to inform your planning
• Understand new regulations and initiatives that will affect future capital spending
• Discover how spending trends by sector will impact your company.

Order Your Copy of the Downstream’s Most Trusted Forecast of Capital, Maintenance and Operating Spending & Put Your Company in Position to Gain Market Share and Win New Business in 2021 and Beyond!

ORDER TODAY!
PRICE: $1,695

Email J’Nette Davis-Nichols, Customer Success Manager at Jnette.Davis-Nichols@GulfEnergyInfo.com or order online at store.GulfEnergyInfo.com/HPIMDB2021
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